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Abstract—Reinforcement learning based autonomous vehicles
have the disadvantage of long learning time. The paper proposes
a pre-training framework for improving learning speed of
autonomous vehicles (PRELSA) in reinforcement learning.
PRELSA framework pre-learns the agent’s neural network
before actual learning by pre-initializing the agent’s policy
gradient neural network. Simulation results show that PRELSA
framework improves learning speed by about 20 percent
compared to existing learning method.
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reinforcement learning. The proposed RRELSA framework
pre-learns the neural network before actual learning by preinitializing the agent’s policy gradient neural network based on
the extracted vehicle behavior from pre-learned images or
images processed by human experts
II. PRELSA FRAMEWORK
PRELSA is a framework to initialize the agent’s neural
network through pre-learning for rapid environment adaptation
of autonomous vehicle agents. PRELSA consists of two steps:
action extraction and neural network learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous vehicles can recognize the surrounding
environment and analyze the data exchanged between them.
They consist of four modules: sensing, recognition, decision
making, and control [1].
An autonomous vehicle recognizes the data sensed by
sensors as an entity and makes autonomous driving by
controlling the parts of the vehicle by making a decision based
on the data [2]. It is important for the decision making module
to determine the current situation and make a decision.
However, existing autonomous vehicles can’t cope with new
situations and cause policy conflicts. Therefore, decision
making modules based on reinforcement learning have been
studying.
However, reinforcement learning can only determine the
value of the space after the agent has explored the state space,
which means that in reinforcement learning, the agent must
search all space for optimal behavior [3]. Therefore, when
reinforcement learning is applied to autonomous vehicles, it
takes longer learning time (search time) than rule based or
policy based schemes.
In this paper, we propose a pre-training framework for
improving learning speed of autonomous vehicles (PRELSA)
in order to overcome the shortcomings of long learning time of
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Fig. 1. Basic Process of PRELSA

First, the behavior extraction is done using a convolutional
neural network (CNN). The CNN is a neural network that is
often used to detect objects in deep neural networks. As shown
in Figure 1, PRELSA uses two CNNS and their input are the
current frame image and the next frame image. Two CNNS

TABLE I.

output the speed and direction for the vehicle agent,
respectively. In this way, it is possible to extract a series of
behavior information of the vehicle agent from the images.
Second, it is neural network learning inside the agent. Since
the learning of the neural network inside the agent is the same
as that of the feedforward neural network, this paper defines
only the input and output to the neural network. The input of
the neural network is the environment surrounding the object
that can be seen in the image. And the target that the neural
network should output is a series of behavior information
extracted from CNN. It is the same as a pair of state and
behavior required for learning in reinforcement learning.
III. EXPERIMENT
In order to evaluate the performance of PRELSA,
autonomous driving environment was constructed as an asset
of Unity [4]. As shown in Figure 2, the roads consist of
bottleneck roads where autonomous driving agents can make
the right decisions to make their way out of the road.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Convergence Time

Minimum Escape Time

Actor
Critic

13,120 episodes

10,364 episodes

PRELSA

10,902 episodes

9,098 episodes

As shown in Table 1, the existing reinforcement learning
converges after 13,120 episodes, however, when PRELSA
framework, only 9,098 training episodes reached the minimum
transit time, and after that, 10,902 training episodes showed a
stable transit time. This shows that the learning speed using
PRELSA framework is improved by about 20%.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a PRELSA framework to prelearn policy neural networks based on pre-learned images or
images of human experts in order to solve problems related to
slow learning speed when applying reinforcement learning to
autonomous vehicles. Simulation results show that PRELSA
framework improves learning speed by about 20% compared to
existing learning method, Actor Critic. However, PRELSA
framework only extracts the direction and speed of the vehicle
agent, and has the disadvantage that the input vector must be
input manually. Therefore, it is necessary to study to extract the
input vector from the images.
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